
The Pipe Mountain Coaster is a roller coaster down the side of the mountain. The exhilarating ride is 1.4 km of twists and turns across

ski runs, between glades and through a tunnel while traveling up to 42km/hour- but if that's too fast for you, you get to control your

own brakes, so you can take your time!

 

The Aerial Adventure Park offers a high ropes experience for those who want to get their feet off the ground. Climb across elements such

as the Rings of Madness, the Bear Paw Bridge, and the Hanging Everest Ladder. Challenge yourself on more than 50 different beginner,

intermediate, and advanced obstacles.Guided groups will be led along the course over a two hour time period, giving plenty of time for

all members of the group to experience the course in a fun and safe manner.

RMR boasts North America's greatest vertical at 1,713 metres (5,620 ft) along with an average snowfall of 10.5 metres (34.4 ft). RMR

has earned its reputation as a destination that will challenge skiers with steep and gnarly terrain. The consistent winter snowfall offers

light, fluffy powder that will make you feel like a kid again. 

 

In 2019-2020, RMR is opening the brand new Stellar Chair, which will greatly expand the amount of terrain accessible to beginner and

intermediate skiers.  Mom can leave dad with the kids on the Stellar chair while she goes and rips North Bowl - and then the whole

family can enjoy one of Revelstoke's best burgers at the Mackenzie Outpost.

In 2019, Revelstoke Mountain Resort ("RMR") introduced the beginning of their mountain bike offering with a top to bottom trail, Fifty

Six Twenty, and a multi-use cross country trail. Access to the downhill trail, Fifty Six Twenty, is via the Revelation Gondola and a 7

kilometre climb on The Stoke Climb Trail taking most intermediate/advanced riders about 60-90 minutes. From the top, enjoy the view

and let the downhill fun begin with 15 kilometres of machine-built blue flow running our full vertical - 1,713 metres, or 5,620 vertical

feet. More trails are planned for 2020 and beyond.
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